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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

The past few years I have seen an increased number of Facebook
updates involving Ag Teachers partaking in extracurricular activities that are very inspiring. You have the occasional CDE picture
bragging modestly on recent successes, the occasional family vacation pictures, and continual ramblings and funny stories about
the ups and downs of being an FFA Advisor/Ag teacher. However,
I have noticed from all corners of the state Ag teachers catching
the “running fever.” From color runs, muddy outdoor courses, to
5K, 10K, and Half Marathons, to even charity runs. More and more Ag teachers are embarking
on running as a hobby or lifestyle.
As you are reading this there will be a few immediate responses. First, are these people crazy?
Where do they find the time and energy to run for fun? There will be others who say, “I have
done that, and I think there is some benefits to this running craze.” This isn’t a message to inspire all of us to run, but last year due to some family dares, and belief that JD Cant running
would be a joke, I secretly took up running at 5 AM and 10 PM (basically in the dark, so very
few people knew about it). There was a small fear that if I declared I was running, and stopped
doing it, then I would look like a failure, so I laid very low. My motivation: my family enrolled
me in the Corvallis Half Marathon in April, basically out of a joke because they didn’t think I
could do it. Along my journey last year, I came across some realizations that I think apply metaphorically to being an Ag Teacher. Here are a few that I think can keep us all on track.
“Running Lessons”
The key to any success is having a goal, and enacting it. For years, I wanted to be in
better health. But, wanting to and actually taking the first steps are two different beasts
to tame. Being an Ag teacher, many times we long to change our delivery of a lesson,
prepare a CDE team differently, or try something new out to keep it fresh. Either way
you have to start with a specific purpose in mind. Along your path, chose little goals
that keep you focused on the ultimate goal. It could be as simple as saying, I will not
lose sight of that runner in front of me, or in 5 minutes, I want to catch that person in
the blue shirt ahead.
Every runner has his or her own pace. Either in training or in competition, each runner
has a plan in their head as to the strategy of their race. During a race, your pace and
strategy can change. I know that early in my teaching career, I felt like the race was a
series of sprints with little recovery time. With a bit of time, I have discovered that it is
a long distance marathon, which involves peaks and valleys, joys and discomforts, just
like a long race.
Runners need support. I know there are very independent runners, but when I ran in Corvallis, three times through the race, I saw my wife and children cheering alongside the
course. Each time I was able to relax a bit, give a quick high-five (I do not want to lose
time, this is a race), and it allow my body/brain to experience some support and encouragement. As an Ag teacher, we also need a support system to keep us focused,
supported, and encouraged in this endeavor. Alumni, students, parents, administration,
industry partners, other Ag teachers (OVATA), and the greater community can be those
cheering fans along our route outside you family support system.
(Continued on page 7)
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Viva Las Vegas—2013 NAAE Convention
Bibiana Gifft | OVATA Newsletter Editor
Professional networking, the Las Vegas strip, and the National Finals
Rodeo were all in store for 22 of Oregon’s Ag educators at the NAAE
Convention in Las Vegas, NV (see group photo on page 8). From
welding training and technology integration to grant writing and CDE
tips, NAAE offered valuable and extensive workshops that met the
needs of any program. Attendees also had the opportunity to take
part in the ACTE Conference workshops, sessions, and career show that
offered the newest technology and resources to help rev up CTE
classrooms across the nation. After attending sessions and workshops
many Ag teachers attended the National Finals Rodeo along with the well-known Cowboy Christmas Gift
Show. Oregon’s ag educators were also recognized for their significant impact in our profession. Among
Oregon’s award recipients included:
 Oregon Team Ag Ed, Dr. Thompson, OSU – Recognized for dedication to the Team Ag Ed Mission.
 Nick Nelson, BMCC – Region I, Vice President
 Jared Collins, Sherman County – Teacher Turn the Key participants, Oregon
 Meghan Biggs, Henley – DuPont National Agriscience Teacher Ambassador
 Kate Crawford, Oakland – DuPont National Agriscience Teacher Ambassador

Dr. Greg Thompson, OSU,
shares Oregon Team Ag Ed
efforts at the General Session,
and was recognized by NAAE
Teach Ag Coordinator, Ellen
Thompson.

Meghan Biggs, Henley, assists Ag educators on
scientific inquiry through a lab on inhibiting
bacterial growth; through the DuPont Agriscience
Ambassador Program.
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Pinterest in the Classroom
Did you know there are Ag Teaching board on Pinterest! It is
filled with ideas ranging from classroom activities, FFA ideas,
welding projects, and more! Here are a few exciting things
pinned! The images are linked to their pin on Pinterest!
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You can find lab
activities,
classroom
organization tips,
and FFA Chapter
ideas on places like
Pinterest & NAAE
Communities of
Practice?
Check it out!

Cell parts and functions notebook-cards

Have a teaching idea to share?
Submit it and see it in the
next newsletter!
Owl welding
project from
horseshoes

Attention Early Career Teachers—
Teacher Turn the Key
Teacher Turn the Key is a program through NAAE that
provides scholarships to early career teachers so they
may take part in the NAAE Convention. The 2014 Convention will be in Nashville, TN.
Due at State Convention.
For more information visit:
http://www.naae.org/awards/applications/

Jared Collins, Sherman Co., participated
in the Teacher Turn the Key Program at
the NAAE Convention in November.
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State Leadership Update
Marty Campbell, Oregon FFA Leadership Director
The Leadership programs in the Oregon FFA Association are truly gathering a head of steam.
With the Fall Leadership Tour behind them and
the Winter Tour about to begin, the Oregon FFA
State Officers continue to pound the pavement,
providing opportunities for FFA members
statewide to learn various leadership skills and
techniques. With the completion of the Fall
Tour, the team’s evaluations from each school
were collected, compiled, and applied in order
to let both the State Officers and myself know
where strengths and weaknesses lie within the
team.
The Winter Tour will consist of various leadership workshops, State Degree interviews, business and industry tours and several presentations to sponsors, business and industry stops
and school boards. Although the time on the
road and maddening pace of the Fall Tour is behind them, the State Officers will truly continue
to do what they were elected to do and that is
represent the Oregon FFA in the best fashion
possible.
The Nominating Committee at this year’s State
Convention will be guided by a newly constructed handbook that will guide them in outlining
the procedure for electing the new team of State
Officers.
Along with the guidance offered
through the handbook, Nominating Committee
members will also receive training from Express
Professionals of Bend, a new addition to the
process that will help the committee members
more effectively interview candidates in order to
build the best team of nominees possible.
As candidates prepare to send in their letters of
intent to run for State Office, I am developing

plans for a webinar for
candidates to be offered in
late February. The purpose of the webinar is
manifold. In order to have
a pool of candidates best
prepared for the process
of becoming elected, the webinar will offer tips
on how the process will run. Moreover, the
webinar will thoroughly discuss the demands of
the job of being a State Officer. Indeed, the task
is a daunting one, and it is best that candidates
know what they’re getting into before they sign
on the dotted line. Furthermore, the webinar
will contain a question and answer portion in
order to allow prospective candidates a chance
to further define the year of service.
The State Leadership Conference for District Officers has been completed, and currently a
budget for the event is being secured. A tentative date of May 31 is set for the conference,
which will be offered to every District Officer in
the state. Workshops will include many topics
that will allow District Officers to better serve
the members and the organization in their corners of the state. From workshop development,
to in-depth discussion on agricultural issues, the
conference will be an intense day filled with
tools tailored toward becoming better leaders.
State Convention will be upon the Oregon FFA
before we know it, and of course, so will a new
set of challenges. With a long list of projects, in
addition to training a new set of State Officers,
the state office will maintain a continuous hum
throughout the year.

-Marty Campbell, Leadership Director
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What’s ‘App-ennig in Ag Ed
I-Pad Apps for Agricultural Education

Texas A & M Agrilife Extension has compiled a list of I-Pad Apps for Agricultural Education.
From Beef Cattle EPD’s, Farm Futures, iRanch calculator, and more the list provides many
resources! Click here to download the pdf list of apps.
Visit NAAE Communities of Practice thread on apps to view more!

State Leadership Update
Lee Letsch | Oregon FFA Executive Secretary
As we have started a new year, and entered into what every Ag teacher knows is an
extremely busy time not only in your classrooms, but is also a time filled with many
FFA events. In the FFA office it is our hope that we are able to provide you with resources, updates, and reminders to help you get through this time. Here are some
brief updates from our board meeting last week, check with your district advisor for
more information.
OCTSO Foundation Grant Updates – 50 Oregon FFA chapters were awarded over $77,000 through the Oregon Career and Technical Student Organization Foundation grants for the 2013-2014 year. This summer/fall
a new round of grants will open and we look forward to again having many FFA chapters apply. More information will be forwarded as we receive it.
Membership – As of today we have a little over 4000 members entered into AgCN “In the FFA office
with only 34 chapters that have completed membership. We encourage all chapters it is our hope that
to get their membership completed by Feb 15, with all updates and last adds by April
we are able to
15. If you need any help with membership or AgCN please contact our membership provide you with
intern, Emily Kraxberger.
resources,

updates, and
Vision Committee Report – Where do we want FFA to be in 2020? A committee has
reminders
to help
been put together, they met in November, and currently have a report out that has
you
get
through
been given to all board members. The committee represented many groups associatthis time.”
ed with the Oregon FFA including members from the association board, the foundation board, the alumni council, OVATA, OSU, and business and industry.

Proficiencies & American Degrees – For the third year the association will be contracting with Mitch Cole-

man and Kathy Mayfield to complete pre-convention proficiency preparations, to complete proficiency selection during state convention with committee work, to review all state winning applications and submit back
to chapter advisor for corrections, and to review and approve all American FFA Degree applications to be forwarded on to National FFA.

State Convention – Preparations for convention are in full swing and will be here before we know it. We are
excited to be in Bend this year at Mountain View High School. As we continue to get closer, more details will
be sent out. Registration has been open and emailed out to all advisors. We are also pleased to let you
know that the 2015 convention will be held in Silverton, Oregon.

If at any time you have questions or need some materials please let us know. Due dates have been put on
our website calendar and we are trying to send out reminders a week before the deadline. We wish you a
great and hopefully smooth next couple of months and look forward to seeing you all at state convention.
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86th Oregon FFA State Convention
State
Convention
Registration is
NOW OPEN.
Check your
email for the
registration
document

March 21-24, 2014

Mountainview High School, Bend, Oregon
A message from your host,
Did You Know???
The OVATA
Listserv is one
place you want
your email to be.
A moderated
group, only
pertinent
information
makes its way to
your inbox. Be in
the loop for
conferences,
important notices,
and more.
Where Do I Sign
Up?
Head to
www.ovata.org
and click the link
on the left!

The Mountain View High School administration and Bend FFA Alumni
are working very hard in planning a top quality state convention. We
are very excited to have everyone in Bend to enjoy the 86th annual
Oregon FFA Convention.
A unique project is being done, so please look for an email coming
soon requesting candid photos from each chapter. You don't want
your chapter left out, so please send your photos.
Bend offers a unique blend of rural and urban cooperation for
agriculture—plans to tour area hot spots are in the works. Our school
farm will be available for chapters to visit to see the hog and poultry
program that our chapter is building.
Saturday evening activity will not be a dance. Lava Lanes Bowling
facility will be FFA only that night. Students can enjoy cosmic bowling,
arcade, lounge facilities, and pizza for $10....more information to come.
56 booths are available and being filled in the College & Career Fair.
The booths will be open all day Saturday and Sunday. Food will also be
available on-site Saturday and Sunday.
We are working on lots of other plans but more information will come
later. See you on March 21st.

Traci Dulany
Advisor, Bend FFA
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President’s Message (Continued from page 1)
Running partners make you better. When I was training by myself, I had to find ways to keep my mind distracted
that this running was painful and at times boring (try running on a treadmill for 12 miles in the Winter, not exactly stimulating). By the time the weather got better in March, my family had figured out that I was practicing
and started training with family members. I ran harder, would push further, and expected more of myself when I
had someone to keep my accountable. In our profession, I truly believe that working with each other, not
against, only strengthens our craft. Extend an offer to a neighboring teaching in your district to help them with
a proficiency application. Maybe volunteer to coach alongside another chapter on a CDE team. I know it sounds
crazy, but it will make your kids be all the better.
Once you get a routine, running gets easier. I found that after the first three weeks of aches and pains of starting to get in shape, my body adjusted to the new routine. Running was easier, more enjoyable, and something
that I began to look forward to. I know that in my twelve years of teaching, I have developed numerous bad
habits of classroom management, delivery of content, and administration tasks (purchase orders, grades, etc.).
Working to correct a habit or two takes some focus and determination to maintain a new routine enough that it
replaces the undesirable habit. For the young teachers, just believe that over time you will have a greater grasp
on all the duties of your job, and with diligent work, it will get better.
Strength comes through pain. It may seem silly, but after a good training or workout there are some emotional
benefits. You are just happy or amazed that you ran 8 miles; you may feel joy because you did it faster than last
week, and you get a sense of accomplishment because what you just did - you own it. After thousands of
thoughts of “just stop and walk, it will be easier” go through your head and you beat them back, you finish. That
is where your strengths overcome your weaknesses. This profession can be a challenge at times. From late
nights at the school preparing for 15 of the 30 things on your to-do list that needed to be completed last week,
to taking long road trips with kids to help them pick out the perfect market animal for county fair, we are asked
more from and for our students than most. This extra time into our programs adds strength and vitality to our
profession and ultimately to our students.
In reality I couldn’t see it any other way. Some day one student will come up to you either in school or after they graduate and tell you that who you are (not what you did for them) made a difference in their life. And I would be willing to
bet that it won’t just happen once in your career. I see many dear friends that have ran a good race begin to see the
final lap in their careers and put up their running shoes for retirement. I also see man spry young enthusiastic new
friends warming up and testing the road. Whether you are just starting the race, finding your second wind somewhere in
the middle, or beginning to see the finish line ahead, remember we are all on this course together, and we are not alone.
Go out there – run hard, enjoy the views, and finish your race.

Meet someone new in the OVATA community
Teaching Agriculture rolls two of Alyssa Davies’ passions
into one - agriculture and our future generations. She is in
her first year teaching at Hermiston HS, where she was eager
to venture to the East side of the state, and be closer to her
husband’s family who lives in Pendleton.
Alyssa’s roots are in the horticulture industry. “My family
owns a grass seed farm outside of Corvallis where I worked
my summers. Growing up in Canby, I gained experience with
nurseries, greenhouses, and floral design,”
says Alyssa. She was a student of Terri
Cummings at Canby HS, and student taught
at Mountainview HS with Traci Dulany and
Bend FFA.
“During my student teaching I learned that it
is alright to ask questions and that there are
resources everywhere.”

Alyssa Davies,
Hermiston AST

Alyssa is goal-oriented and has aspirations
for the Hermiston program, her students,
and for herself.
“Hermiston has a long standing tradition of
success and we have high expectations for

ourselves. My goal is to coach a state winning team this
year and attend National Convention in the fall.” She is
also looking ahead at how she can become a leader in our
field.
“I would love to be considered a role model for our
organization and believe I would enjoy serving on the
OVATA leadership team.” Over the next five years Alyssa
would like to become CASE certified in two more areas
(she is CASE Certified in AFNR already), and would like to
serve as a CASE lead teacher. When asked if she had any
words of wisdom to share, she offered advice that I’m sure
we all needed a time or two during our early years.
“There are going to be days that you will walk out of
school and think to yourself that you are not coming back
the next day; it takes strength to come back when things
go wrong. When you reach this low (this happens to
everyone sometimes) call a fellow Ag teacher who you
look up to...just call them because I guarantee they will tell
you things you are doing right, and those simple things
will drive you back to school the next day.”
Excellent advice Alyssa—welcome to the profession!
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Idea Toolbox
Five Curriculum Resources Posted Right Now at NAAE’s Communities of
Practice (click to see):
1—Vet Science Webcast—Thursday, February 6, 2014 from 10:00am-10:45 am CST, must
register by Wednesday, February 5.
2—Speech Writing Manual—excellent document for students to use as a guide when writing
speeches.
3—Teaching Horticulture without a Greenhouse—Various resources to teach plant science even
if you don’t have a greenhouse at your school.
4—Grant Writing—Slides from the grant writing workshop at NAAE Convention.
5—New Teacher News—Promising practices, events, other resource to help keep you going.

Strong Showing at NAAE Convention by Oregon Ag Educators

The Oregon Ag Educators at the 2013 NAAE Convention in Las Vegas, NV: (in back, L-R) Les Linegar,
Jeremy Kennedy, Dan McNary, Meghan Biggs, Wes Crawford, Dally Taylor, Nick Nelson, Jim Miller,
Sam Herringshaw, JD Cant, Jimmy Zamora, Kevin Stacy (NAAE President), (front) Jared Collins, Dale
Crawford, Chad Waldron, Rachel Kostman, Bibiana Gifft, Kristin Kostman, Kate Crawford, Nichole
Gregory, Anna-Marie Chamberlain, Lee Letsch, Dr. Greg Thompson, (not pictured) Lance Hill.

Early Career Teacher Conference Approaching!
February 7-8, 2014
Oregon State University
If you are in your first 5 years of teaching agriculture in Oregon, you are invited to this
year’s Early Career Teacher workshop. Check your email for details or contact Dr. Misty Lambert
(misty.lambert@oregonstate.edu)

A Day in the Life of an Ag Teacher:

“How Many Chances Left?”
By Wes Crawford

So I read that book that came in the
mail the other month.
2013-2014 OVATA Leadership
President
J.D. Cant, Imbler High School
P.O. Box 164
Imbler, OR 97841
541.534.5331
jdcant@imbler.k12.or.us
President-Elect
Wes Crawford, Sutherlin High School
500 E Fourth Ave
Sutherlin, OR 97479
541.459.9551
wes.crawford@sutherlin.k12.or.us
Past President
Sam Herringshaw, Rogue River High School
1898 East Evans Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
541.582.3297
sam.herringshaw@rogueriver.k12.or.us
Secretary/Treasurer
Nichole Scholz, Madras High School
390 SE 10th St
Madras, OR 97741
541.475.4265
nichole.scholz@madras.k12.or.us
Newsletter Editor
Bibiana Gifft, Crane Union High School
P.O. Box 828
Crane, OR 97732
541.493.2641
gifftb@harneyesd.k12.or.us

http://www.ovata.org

I'll be honest, when I received an email
last fall from National FFA at the tail end
of my prep period saying a free copy
was being sent to every chapter regarding the fight against hunger, without
paying much attention to who the book
was written by, as the electronic note
added to the 14,997 other ones stockpiled in my inbox (don't tell my technology director), I didn't give it much
thought.
And when my copy of '40 Chances' arrived, it looked reminiscent of
a trendy Malcolm Gladwell cover, with a nice-short-catchy-title-on-a
-stark-white background, and an author's name under the author's
name - a sure sign they needed a person recognizable on book to
sell it, and a name under that to actually write it, right? But it had
actually only sat a couple days when I saw a mention here on
CoP about the meaning behind the title - a farmer only has forty
chances in their lifetime to get it 'right;' only forty tries of planting,
growing, managing and harvesting crops to achieve their best result. And I was intrigued.
So in December, I read it. Quickly. And you should to.
A closer inspection revealed this is truly Howard G. Buffett's book and the name under his name in his son Howard W. Buffett, not an
assisting nameless author. And quite frankly, these gentlemen know
what they are talking about. Beyond the simple and brilliant premise of 'forty chances' and how it applies to the great work he and his
family are engaged in with their lives, the even more engaging and
complex concept of sustainable agriculture is examined at length,
and how we can indeed feed the world.
Read the entire article here and complete the READER RESPONSE:

How are you using your chances to best influence the
public and your students?
CAPTION CONTEST!
Send in your best caption for this photo and we’ll
include it in the next Old Yeller!

Last Month’s Winner
“No wonder I’m so poor...I’m moving to
the Corn Belt!”

Read more of A Day in The
Life of an Ag Teacher by
Wes Crawford and other AST
Instructors here:
http://communities.naae.org/
blogs/dayinthelife/authors

